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Abstract: For a safe and successful future with autonomous traffic agents (ATAs), these ATAs need
to be enabled to understand and abide by traffic rules. However, purely formalising and analysing
traffic rules is not enough to solve this task. In this paper, we discuss the role of moral for ATAs that
follow traffic rules. In particular, moral values may enable an ATA to prioritise traffic rules, in case of
conflicts. We outline an approach that uses formal verification to identify situations where traffic rules
are in conflict with each other, with moral values or with specific goals of an ATA. We sketch how
moral values and reasoning can help an ATA to resolve such conflicts autonomously.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

While more and more autonomous vehicles are driving on the roads, we identify an important
issue: The autonomous traffic agents (ATAs) that steer these vehicles need to be able to
understand and abide by traffic rules. In our sense, an ATA is an entity that acts autonomously
in public road transport, meaning in environments that are regulated by traffic rules. We
consider ATAs with SAE levels three to five, from driving autonomously only in specific
situations to fully automated driving [SA18].

In general, „following traffic rules“ is implicitly implemented into ATAs in most cases.
Traffic rules are not a major concern in the AV research community [ADF20; Pr17]. Without
a formal representation of traffic rules, it is complicated for an ATA to reason about traffic
rules. Due to this, it can be difficult to impossible to link an action of an AV to a traffic rule
as its reason. However, for tasks like explainability and understandability, and with that
ultimately trustworthiness of autonomous vehicles such a connection of observed actions
and behaviours with their reasons is of importance, as is e. g. argued in [SK22].

In [AS22], we sketch our vision of building a Digital Highway Code: A fully formalised
version of the natural language road traffic regulations that exist throughout the world
(cf. UK Highway Code [De17] or the German „Straßenverkehrsordnung (StVO)“ [Bu13].
But a simple translation of the natural language sentences from these traffic regulations
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is not sufficient. From [AS22], we identify the following tasks as a necessity for building
a Digital Highway Code: (t1) deal with inconcise, culturally differing and ambiguous
natural language formulations of the known traffic regulations, (t2) translate the traffic
rules into a machine-readable format, (t3) identify conflicting traffic rules, (t4) prioritise
traffic rules situation-dependently to solve conflicts, and (t5) verify that autonomous traffic
agents can actually understand and follow the suggested Digital Highway Code.

In this vision paper, we discuss the role of moral values for ATAs abiding by traffic rules.
We constitute that for tasks (t1) and (t4) moral values have to be taken into account to
a certain degree, since ATAs need to apply a common sense interpretation that must be
based on moral values. We observe that implementing moral ATAs is hence intertwined
with high demands of informedness about their context, so that ATAs have to deal with
uncertainties. After sketching our vision of how to equip an ATA with morality, we outline
how the formalisation (t2) and verification (t5) of traffic rules can be used to identify
conflicts between traffic rules (t3) and how to solve the identified conflicts (t4).

Outline: In Sect. 2, we motivate why ATAs should be equipped with moral values. Following
that, Sect. 3 sketches how we envision to equip ATAs with moral. In Sect. 4.2, we describe
how we plan to use model checking to identify conflicts between traffic rules. We also sketch
how these conflicts may be resolved by adding moral values. We conclude in Sect. 5.

2 The Need of Moral Values in ATAs

Here we motivate why ATAs need to take moral values into account. Many believe the more
machines take control over important decisions, the more these machines have to act in
morally appropriate ways [Pi97; To21]. But does an ATA also need to consider moral values
despite being regulated by traffic rules? What scope for moral choices do traffic rules offer?

Traffic rules regulate the public road traffic. They constrain the behaviour of traffic
participants by telling them, when to stop, how fast to go at most, when to turn on lights and
so on. Traffic rules assume a certain infrastructure as given, and their rules are preconditioned
on context information that is hence usually accessible to the drivers. Traffic signs announce
speed limits, and sirens inform traffic participants of approaching emergency vehicles.
Current traffic rules are natural language constructs that evolve over time. As a consequence,
traffic rules are ambiguous and contain contradictions [Re21]. Traffic participants must
hence apply a „common sense“ interpretation when abiding by traffic rules [De21]. The
evolution of traffic rules is certainly influenced by moral values, as e. g. the mission of the
US Department of Transportation illustrates, that greatly shaped the US traffic laws. It is
committed to „Serve the United States by ensuring a fast, safe, efficient, accessible and
convenient transportation system that meets our vital national interests and enhances the
quality of life of the American people, today and into the future“ [US22].

According to our everyday experience, traffic rules find a wide social acceptance and are
followed by human drivers to a large degree. Nevertheless, human drivers often take the
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liberty to break (or „bend“) some traffic rules, often without negative consequences [Re21].
Consequently, „driving through traffic requires that the vehicle conforms with societal
expectations for roadway behaviour“ that „have their foundation in core moral issues found
in philosophy and ethics“, as Thornton et al. remarked in [Th17, p. 1429]. ATAs need to
know the road culture, that is a „set of knowledge, rules and norms of behaviour“ „shared
by all traffic users“ [BID18, p. 82]. An ATA must be able to extrapolate the behaviour of
others, which is influenced by moral values, and it has to choose behaviour that is morally
acceptable and predictable by others and its user/ owner/ passenger. Consequently, an ATA
must also take moral values into account when making decisions.

We argue that, even if a machine-interpretable, conflict-free version of traffic rules would
exist, an ATA still would have to use some kind of moral common sense in rare, extreme
situations. Think of scenarios like, „Due to a heavy rainfall, the road rather suddenly gets
flooded“ or „A lorry’s load is about to fall onto the road, endangering a following vehicle“.
In both cases, common sense – and hence moral values – have to be applied to resolve
the situation safely. Moreover, these situations may occur so suddenly that even in shared
control situations, a transfer of control to the driver might not be possible, so that the ATA
has to make decisions autonomously.

On top of that, traffic rules provide a large degree of freedom for choosing what to do
exactly. A speed limit does not strictly define the speed to be chosen. It has been observed
in [CDF22] that several of the UK’s traffic rules are „should“-rules, that is, they do not
express an obligation but rather a strong recommendation. This freedom is often used by
human drivers to their liking. The decision whether fuel savings should be traded for the
reduction of travel time is a moral decision. When buying a car, customers choose which
hardware meets their needs – and hence also their moral values – best. Since moral values
of an owner or driver of an ATA also influence how the ATA should perform when adhering
by traffic rules, an adaptation of the ATA to the moral values of the user seems to suggest
itself.

We summarise our main points. Traffic rules alone do not sufficiently govern all situations
arising in today’s traffic and even within the realm of standard traffic situations, the ATA’s
manoeuvre choices should take moral values into account. In particular, in order to interact
with other participants, an ATA needs to know about common/shared moral values. For
user acceptance, the ATA has to take the user’s individual moral values into account when
fine-tuning manoeuvres. The necessary consequence is, that moral values should guide the
design as well as behaviour of an ATA on the road.

3 Our Vision of Moral ATAs

In this section, we outline our vision of moral ATAs that is based on the current state-
of-the art of ethical machines, i. e. machines that consider moral theories when taking
decisions. Accompanying our outline, we introduce central notions of the field of machine
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ethics. „Ethics is the philosophical science which studies morality and is concerned with
what is morally good and bad and morally right and wrong“ [Dr75; Si22]. Machine
Ethics is „concerned with the behaviour of machines towards human users and other
machines“ [AA07, p. 1]. In the field of computer science, one focus is the problem of
automating moral reasoning [Sl22].

We think of ATAs basically as rational decision makers as studied in economy. Facing a
decision problem, an ATA chooses the choice alternative that maximizes the expected utility
based on the preference order of these alternatives. We follow Sen [Se74], envisioning
morality to be an ordering over the agent’s preference of alternatives. [Sl22]

We think, ATAs should be explicit ethical agents rather than implicit or fully ethical. This
means, they contribute to evaluating whether a choice alternative is more or less ethical
than another. Though, the degree to which they take moral decisions is limited by their
abilities or the context. Their evaluation is determined by humans to a large extent. In
contrast, fully ethical agents take fully autonomously moral decisions, and implicit moral
agents take moral decisions, where the evaluation is completely preprogrammed. We take
this position, because the ATAs have to function in contexts where other traffic participants
apply common sense and are guided by moral values. As argued in the previous section, an
ATAs needs to know about the road culture, in order to predict the behaviour of others, to
be predictable and to foster acceptance. We agree with [Re21] that an ethical goal function
should be developed by legislation, it should be agreed upon in society, may reflect cultural
differences and be subject to ongoing review. Note, that we follow [To21] by focusing on
ethical machines implementing some kind of moral theory, rather than on philosophical
notions like „conciousness“, „intentionality“ or „agency“.

We envision that ATAs can be equipped with several moral theories. A moral theory is
an explanation of what makes an action right or what makes an entity good. So, it establishes
the righteousness of an action or entity [Va15, p. 78]. Most commonly considered theory
types are consequentialism, deontological ethics, and virtue ethics. In consequentialism,
one defines a choice as morally good if its consequences maximize the well-being or more
abstractly, a utility. In a deontological ethics one defines moral rules or duties for an agent,
while in a virtue ethics one considers virtues, e. g. friendliness and courage, as central
concepts to distinguish whether a choice is morally good or bad. There is no consensus
on which theory is best suited for any particular domain [Na20]. We envision that several
stakeholders should be allowed to specify their own moral theory, which then is used
according to its assigned priorities. For instance, the legislation’s moral theory of [Re21]
would get the highest priority, while e. g. a manufacturer’s would get a considerable lower
priority. That way, an ATA would be forced to adhere by moral values like „saving lives“,
„avoidance of injuries“, „avoidance of damage“ and additionally, it could take into account
the moral values of an individual such as „saving fuel“ or „optimize travel time“. We see it as
future work to develop approaches to formally integrate multiple prioritised moral theories
that may contradict each other in parts and reinforce each other in others. As Tolmeĳer et al.
noticed in their survey [To21], there is a need to further study the combination of different
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theories. They report that about a quarter of the approaches are hybrid, i. e. combining at
least two classical moral theory types, and approximately half of those have a hierarchical
approach, in which deontological features are standardly dominant over consequentialist
ones. We expect that a formal analysis of a system of multiple prioritised moral theories
might help to expose challenging ethical corner cases and thereby foster the discussion
between stakeholders.

We think that an ATA should primarily implement a top-down approach to moral
theories. Allen et al. [ASW05] proposed distinguishing between top-down approaches, that
are theory-driven, and bottom-up approaches, in which a system learns moral behaviour
from examples. We already noted that we agree with [Re21] that high priority moral
values should be the result of a public discussion. To this end, a top-down approach seems
appropriate. We imagine that a bottom-up approach can be appropriate for low-priority
values, e. g., an ATA may learn moral values regarding „fuel saving vs reduction of travel
time“.

Moral decision-making is intertwined with dealing with uncertainties. While traffic
rules aim to be executable – the required contextual information is either provided by
the infrastructure or is rather easily accessible to the driver through observation –, moral
theories depend heavily on contextual information. For example, the consequentialists
objective „Maximize the number of saved lives.“ requires knowing these numbers. Not to
mention moral theories that depend on information like intent of other traffic participants.
This immensely increases the need for information, which will usually not be fully satisfied.
Moral ATAs must therefore develop strategies to make moral decisions despite the lack of
information.

We envision an ATA to coarsely classify its moral choice alternatives according to their
moral value and to the confidence the ATA has in its evaluation. When the ATA faces a
decision problem it classifies its choice alternatives roughly , e. g., whether the alternative is
considered morally very good or slightly bad. A confidence value captures how certain the
ATA is that the choice alternative actually belongs to the assigned class. Uncertainties may
arise due to perturbed, imprecise or missing sensory data, but also due to conflicting moral
evaluations, e. g. think of Robin Hood and the question „Is stealing for the poor okay?“.
We consider it future work, to formally define decision taking approaches of ATAs that
are facing uncertainties and that are equipped with multiple prioritised moral theories. As
related work we refer to [De21] where De Freitas et al. propose an approach to developing
common sense tests for ATAs. They stress ATAs have to deal with uncertainties, limited
information, and multiple metrics, among others.

We conjecture, that there are decisions that an ATA should not take unsupervised. Up to
now, we argued that an ATA must take moral values into account. Especially in emergencies,
where the time span is too short to get the human back into the loop, implementing no
moral guidance would most likely lead to morally bad behaviour. We believe, that an ATA
can often confidently choose an alternative that is morally good, or at least not morally
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slightly bad. There are however cases, where an ATA cannot take a decision with sufficient
confidence. In such cases, we want to return the moral control to a stakeholder. We consider
it as a design task to identify these scenarios and implement mechanisms to transfer control
to the appropriate addressee within appropriate time frames.

Conclusion. We think that ATAs have to abide by moral values. We envision them to have
multiple, prioritised, moral theories and their morally guided decision-making takes moral
uncertainties into account. We believe that moral operational domains have to be identified,
i. e., it must be defined in which situations an ATA is allowed to take what moral decisions,
and it must be determined when an ATA is required to take certain moral decisions.

4 Detecting and Resolving Traffic Rule Conflicts

The previous sections make it clear that morality is important for ATAs if only because
morally bad decisions must be avoided. We hope that moral theories will furthermore enable
ATAs to interpret ambiguous traffic rules and resolve conflicts between traffic rules through
common sense. As part of our efforts to formalise traffic rules for ATAs, we therefore want
to investigate this hypothesis. To this end, we propose an approach in which we determine
cases, where our formal traffic rules are in conflict, and we then examine whether adding
moral can resolve the conflict. In the sequel, we describe this vision and its relation to our
research agenda in more detail. We first outline our previous work and related work that lays
the foundation for identifying conflicting traffic rules. We then sketch a stepwise approach
to identifying conflicts among traffic rules. Finally, we discuss future work on the analysis
of moral ATAs in situations where traffic rules are in conflict.

4.1 Preliminary Work

In [Sc18], the traffic logic Urban Multi-lane Spatial Logic (UMLSL) was introduced to
formalise turn manoeuvres at urban intersections. Further on, an extension of timed automata,
Automotive-Controlling Timed Automata (ACTA) was introduced for specifying crossing
controllers that use UMLSL to reason about temporal aspects of traffic situations. The
model-checking tool UPPAAL [BDL04] has been used in [BS19] to analyse properties, e. g.
collision freedom, of these crossing controllers. For formalising road traffic rules, [SA21]
extends UMLSL to Urban Spatial Logic for Traffic Rules (USL-TR). With USL-TR spatial
aspects of traffic rules (e. g. two cars driving one behind the other) can be formalised and
with ACTA, temporal aspects of traffic rules (e. g. one event happening before another
event) can be specified. For each traffic rule, a traffic rule controller would be specified,
as is suggested in [AS22]. A connection of the USL-TR traffic rule controllers with belief,
desire, intention (BDI) agents has also been proposed in [AS22]. For this, previous work on
formalising and verifying temporal properties of traffic rules with BDI agents from [ADF21]
will be taken as a basis. In this section, we argue that morality also needs to be taken into
account for that extension.
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4.2 Moral guidance when abiding by traffic rules

Reed et al. state in [Re21] that there are situations, where human drivers will break a traffic
rule in order not to break another, more important traffic rule or moral rule. They mention
that drivers often drive onto the sidewalk to let an emergency vehicle pass, for example, or to
avoid a collision – even though the UK Highway Code states that a driver should not drive
onto a sidewalk. Collenette et al. differentiate in [CDF22] between „must“ and „should“
rules in the UK Highway Code. They state that, if a „must“- and a „should“-rule are in
conflict, the „must“-rule has to be followed, while, if two „should“-rules are in conflict, the
ATA may choose which rule to follow. They do not further specify how this choice should
be taken nor what to do if two „must“ rules are in conflict. Also, De Freitas et al. [De21]
discuss that conflicts can exist, among traffic rules as well as between traffic rules and
ethical principles. They mention that in some of these cases, rule hierarchies are already
encoded in law. For instance, the advice of a police officer must be followed, even if this
advice includes breaking a traffic rule.

To summarise, different works exist on conflicts between traffic rules. We identify from
such related work and existing traffic rule books that two types of conflicts for traffic rules
can exist: Situation-independent conflicts, where following one traffic rule is always more
important than following another rule, and situation-dependent conflicts, where traffic rules
are prioritised differently depending on different traffic situations and contexts. We propose
to identify conflicting traffic rules first and then to resolve the conflict with the help of
moral rules. As motivated in Sect. 3, we assume that the choice alternatives are divided
into rough classes ranging from morally good to morally bad. However, we expect that
many conflicts will occur whose choice alternatives lie in the grey area of the moral scale.
In these moral dilemma situations, the ATAs cannot make a decision (cf. Moral Machine
Dilemmas [Ma22]). For this reason, not all conflicts among traffic rules will be automatically
solvable by incorporating moral into ATAs.

4.3 Analysing Traffic Rules – Fighting Complexity

To our best knowledge, there are no approaches to formally analyse traffic rules to find
conflicts, nor approaches to explore how morality can be used to resolve these conflicts.
This is discussed now for the approach introduced in Sect. 4.1.

Formal verification guarantees to cover all corner cases exhaustively, but its application
is often hindered by the complexity of the examined model. As scenarios „driving onto
the sidewalk“ and „police officer“ from Sect. 4.2 illustrate, the analysis of traffic rules
requires a rich model, capturing various kinds of infrastructure, e. g. sidewalks, intersections,
traffic participants, e. g. emergency vehicles, police officers, pedestrians, and characterising
complex dynamics, e. g. an imminent accident influenced by weather conditions. We hence
plan to analyse increasingly complex models. We summarise our approach very abstractly
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as follows. On encountering a conflict, we resolve the conflict and then increase the model
complexity. The conflict resolution will introduce case distinctions. These cases will be
considered separately. The partitioning will decrease the currently considered complexity.
Note that in each of the cases, we just have to consider rule abiding behaviour.

Analysing sets of traffic rules. We start the analysis of traffic rules by ignoring their
environmental context. „In villages, you may drive 50km/h.“ becomes „You may drive
50km/h.“ We hence do not consider any environment or agent models for now. Moreover,
we verify increasingly larger sets of traffic rule automata in parallel. If formal verification
detects a conflict at this stage, it might turn out to be spurious, because the context of the
rules is ignored. Adding context, as described below, will resolve such conflicts. However,
if the conflicting rules are valid in the same context, the conflict must be resolved. For
this purpose, we envision that the rules can often be hierarchically ordered. Note that, in
order to encode that „must“-rules have higher priority than „should“-rules, we determine
the cases where these rules „conflict“. We then encode the precedence of „must“ over
„should“ explicitly for these cases. To determine these conflicts, we treat „should“-rules as
„must“-rule and resolve the conflicts during the analysis process.

Adding Context. For adding context in analysis of traffic rules, we will introduce separate
models for each context and examine whether the conflict remains. In villages, you may
drive 50km/h and outside of villages you may drive 100km/h. Without this distinction,
the rules are conflicting. We hence consider two separate models, m_village and a mo-
del m_outsideOfVillage in the further analysis. By adding rule context, we expect that
some previously identified conflicts will be solved. Note that by introducing separate
models for different contexts, the respective environment models can be kept simpler. The
m_outsideOfVillage model will not have shared routes for cars and trams. If the analysis of
traffic rules with an included context does not resolve a conflict, we can add an ATA model.

Adding ATA Models. If we add ATA models, we might be able to resolve a conflict or
to discover that an agent never has to face the conflict. That is, we can formally establish
whether an agent never gets into a situation where conflicting rules are applicable. A small
ATA delivering pizza will not have to decide whether giving way to the emergency vehicle is
more important than respecting the maximal load capacity of the bridge ahead, because it
is so light-weight. Moreover, adding ATA models entails adding its beliefs, desires and
intentions. This might resolve conflicts, that are otherwise possible. The pizza robot might
be programmed to plan its manoeuvres very cautiously, so that it always has enough time to
get out of the way.

However, adding an ATA model might also lead to new conflicts; e. g. conflicts that exist
between the ATA’s behaviour and traffic rules. So, adding (preliminary) ATA models will
also be helpful for debugging or optimising these ATAs. We expect to detect cases where
an agent simply breaks a traffic rule because it is not aware of the rule. These cases have to
be fixed by making the ATA obey the rules, thus changing beliefs, desires or intentions of
the agent. In other cases, the ATA’s goals will morally justify braking traffic rules.
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Adding Morality. If an ATA is on its way to deliver a heavily injured person to the hospital,
but a really slow vehicle and dense oncoming traffic hinders the ATA to proceed, then
mounting an empty sidewalk to bypass the obstacle might very well be acceptable. For
instance, it could be stated that mounting an empty sidewalk is okay, if lives can be saved
and neither injuries nor damages are caused.

In general, an ATA often has to achieve some progress or maintain liveness (i. e. its ability
to proceed to function). These system properties can be of great importance, e. g. saving
an injured. However, since the moral valuation often will not be that clear, a hierarchy
resolving conflicts between traffic rules and ATA’s intentions cannot always be defined.
Interdisciplinary input is needed, to determine how moral guidance for such cases can be
encoded in a general manner. As discussed in Sect. 2, including morality means a high
burden for the agent by increasing its information need. We hence aim to only identify
situations where the traffic rules need to be enhanced. We then add moral aspects so that
an ATA is able to follow the rules adequately. In summary, we see adding of morality as a
means of resolving conflicts between traffic rules. Further on, we conclude the analysis of
formalised traffic rules can help with identifying cases where ATAs need to reason morally.
Regarding our overall endeavour to formalise the rules from traffic rule books, we consider
it as future interdisciplinary work to develop approaches to concretise ambiguous phrases.

Related Work. Our preliminary work from Sect. 4.1 is not the only approach that suggests
to formalise and analyse traffic rules. We give an overview over other approaches that
examine conflicting traffic rules and implement conflict resolution strategies. With the
(R)ules (o)f (T)he (R)oad (A)dvisor (ROTRA), a translation of natural language traffic rules
into Prolog code is introduced in [CDF22]. ROTRA can provide recommended and possible
actions that are generated from a set of the UK Highway Code rules to an ATA. In this
approach, some conflicting traffic rules have been identified, but it has not been answered
how an ATA should handle such conflicts. A combination of this approach with our work
on moral rules would be ideal. In another approach, the authors of [NR22] introduce „LTL
sketches“, with which incomplete LTL formulae can be formulated. With this, an engineer
could partially formalise a traffic rule, even if they do not know some technicalities, thereby
reducing the ambiguity of its natural language version. Further on, safety distance related
traffic rules from the Vienna Convention on Road Traffic have been verified in [RIA16]
using Isabelle/HOL. In further work [Ri17], some authors of [RIA16] use a verification
procedure using Isabelle/HOL, where they start from abstractly formalised traffic rules
which they then concretise in a verified manner. In [DMR20], we describe an approach
to generate a traffic scenario catalogue. This approach leads to a coverage of the possible
traffic evolutions of an abstract world model by the generated abstract scenarios. This work
is of interest for our analysis part, where we add context to our traffic rule analysis. The
authors of [Gr22] extend this work by introducing run-time monitors that allow for the
analysis of the traffic scenarios at run-time. With this, new conflicts that must be handled
using moral rules could be identified at run-time. In this vision paper, we focus on the
role of moral when reasoning about traffic rules. However, besides moral reasoning, legal
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reasoning is needed when analysing driving decisions in the conflict situations that we
have discussed. For this, the authors of [We22] open up another version of a conflict by
describing the Congruence Problem: They link a system’s interpretation of a formalised
traffic rule with the legal interpretation of that traffic rule. With legal interpretation, they
mean the judgement of a juridical expert. It is of interest to use their approach to verify that
adding morality to ATAs helps with minimising the Congruence Problem.

5 Summary/ Conclusion

In this paper, we argue that ATAs need to be equipped with moral values in order to interpret
traffic rules appropriately. The approach that we propose detects when traffic rules are
conflicting. We suggest to characterise such situations in terms of their context and to make
an ATA preserve moral values in this context. Since a moral evaluation has a high demand
on contextual information, we restrict the scope of moral decision-making. We believe that
in many cases appropriate moral values can be encoded into an ATA, so that a common
sense interpretation of traffic rules can be achieved, but there are also many cases where
encoding morality will be a very challenging and an interdisciplinary endeavour.
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